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Front mount

 The frame utilizes metric size Australian made steel 
to create a light, strong and very low height compact 
structure. The key to its strength is the combination of 
square and rectangle hollow sections (SHS & RHS) and 
precision laser cut plates placed in strategic locations. 
The frame design allows easy mounting to tractor 
chassis extension arms or it can be made to suit front 
3PL equipment in category three confi guration. Frame 
fi nished using Goldacres four stage paint process. 
1. Grit blasting which cleans and prepares the steel 
surface for the ultimate paint adhesion. 2.High build 
primer / fi ller fl attens out the surface and is key to giving 
the top coat not only an optimum substrate to adhere 
to but that smooth “wet” look. 3. Wet top coat using 
the highest quality Australian made paint. Specially 
formulated for Goldacres the top coat provides a fi nish 
which has excellent mar resistance (the resistance to 
abrasive action like scratching) and also a very high 
tolerance to aggressive chemicals. 4.High temperature 
baking which cures the paint

 Super stylish low height European sourced rotationally 
moulded 1200L tank. A 20L handwash tank is 
incorporated, yet completely separated. This eliminates 
the possibility of any cross contamination between the 
clean water and the main tank mix.

 100L top mount rinse tank is fi tted which can be used 
to fl ush out the pump and boom lines at the end of the 
spray job whilst still in the fi eld.

 Extra large hinged lid makes pouring in liquid or powder 
chemicals mess free.

 High volume hydraulically driven Hypro 9303 centrifugal 
pump provides plenty of fl ow in a compact package.

 A pump suction fi lter with three way ball valve allows 
the operator to switch between drawing from the main 
tank and the rinse tank. The off  position also allows the 
suction strainer to be removed and cleaned even when 
the sprayer tank is full. 

 Twin pressure line fi lters greatly reduce the chances of 
nozzle blockages. The fi rst fi lter is a coarse mesh while 
the second is fi ner.

 Hydrojet agitator fi tted to the tank greatly improves 
the consistency of the tank mix over the course of the 
spray job.

 Chemical venturi probe is used to draw chemicals into 
the main tank. This type of chemical induction means 
that at no stage does neat chemical come into contact 
with the pump, which could cause corrosion problems.

 Top mounted bottom fi ll allows the water to be pumped 
in through the top of the tank and down to the bottom. 
This method reduces foaming and also minimises the 
risk of contaminating the water source if the transfer 
pump stops unexpectedly. 

 All spray hoses are constructed using a Nitrile liner. This 
liner helps resist the eff ects of the most aggressive of 
chemicals from damaging the hose.

 Two way electric section and pressure regulation 
control is fi tted for easy in cab adjustment.

Compliment a rear mounted three point linkage sprayer by increasing your 
capacity with the fi tment of a 1200L front mount spray module. 
Available as a pre-confi gured “work ready” unit or as a built up unit to suit your individual needs.
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